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1.

. Course in Enslish in a Six Year College Preparatory School

A. Statement of the Problem

The consideration of a course of study in English in

a six year college preparatory school must be based primarily

on the understanding that the community has the desire and the

means for segregating one or more of its plants, for the especial

purpose of preparing a student for college. In Boston, secondary

education began with the theory and practice that a community's

chief duty in preserving its heritage of learning was through

the establishment of such a school or schools. If in the follow-

ing discussion the Girls'Latin School is considered almost

exclusively, it is simply because the writer has been connected

with the school for more than seven years, and because the

school serves as a type of the form of schools under consider-

ation.

The foreword in the Course of Study of the Boston

Public Schools shows clearly that the two schools, for prepa-

ration for college, in this community, at any rate, are parallel.

"Each one of these schools", we read, ''is exclusively a college

preparatory school and offers the standard classical course

approved by the leading colleges and universities. "in this

connection the method of admission in vogue is of interest.

"Application for admission must be accompanied by a written

assurance from the parents or guardians that it is their pur-

pose to send the applicant to college. "Admission is from all

parts of the city in so far as the"seating capacity of the

school permits."
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These schools are therefore, In a sense, vocational

schools. They are set aside for the direct purpose of preparing

more or less selective groups for their Immediate vocation-

attendance at a college.

Many of the considerations that govern a general

course of study In Engllsh.because of the above,cannot be of

material aid in an analysis of the course functioning for such

schools. Nevertheless, the most important factor that must be

taken into consideration in any discussion of any aspect of a

school - namely its student body.has characteristics that are

comraon to any group of the same relative ages in schools set

apart for other specific or general alms. In other words.the

adolescent characteristics of the glrls,let us say.are not

appreciably different because these girls have chosen four or

more years of preparation or "finishing" in a higher institu-

tion of learnlng.There is, hence. at this polnt.a need for an

examination into the characteristics that are comaon, regard-

less of the ourpose of the school. But aside from the need of

an appreciation of this basis for the problem under consider-

ation, it becomes necessary to look Into the factors or factor

1 ^-p fMc, qort of school. The outstanding
which motivates the work of this sort oi

e thP course under discussion, it is seen at once,
influence of the course uiiu-^x

IS the control through the course, of the Examinations of the

college Entrance Board.An attempt will here be made to show

the advantages to pupil and teacher derived from the extra-

neous and impartial demands of a body that does not directly

function m the school.The disadvantages of such a hold,are
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however, equally Important.The effect on adolescence of thla

oven onl ship. is an element In this discussion when the ulti-

mate soal of the school is remembered. Can we. In other words,

afford to look upon entrance into certain colleges. worthy as

the ambition may be.as a sufficient return for the effort that

is made by the community and its school'FAt bottom, it is true,

the aim of both is one-an appreciation of.and experience in.

the Life and the Responsibilities of that for which the Repub-

lic is strainins its energies-worthy membership within the

government orsanized for the people and only to be preserved

ty the devotion and Intelllsent cooperation of its people.

In practice.however.how can we reconcile the This, to-

gether with the contribution that is being made,and can be

lde,by the most vital element in the curriculum- the course

in Enslish.is.m a word,the problem of the following discussion,

The method of procedure will be to look into tne

rise and development of the airls'Latin School-the type of

school considered here^secondly ,its students,with reference

to their chronological ages.general intellisence.adolescent

characteristics.and social status.An attempt will be made to

3how the Close correlation of both method and subject-matter

to the examination requirements of the College 3oard,the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the system; something of the

teachers-and the pupils' estimate of the situation. tendencies

elsewhere and possible modifications that may be considered

m the light of the foregoing evaluation.





B.History of the G-irls*Latin School

The besinnings of secondary education in the United

States were at once a direct inheritance of the English system

of education for the preparation for college as well as a sig-

nificant modification thereof .^Thile the serious Puritan soul

determined to lose nothing worth while that had been ingrained

by English traditions, neither was he willing to lose the vi-

sion that had at once led him to sacrifice and to build. On

this new soil he was determined that education should be the

concern of that state of free-bom Englishmen for which he had

given up the comforts of life for an existence In^bleakness of

"these wild New England shores". The town, then, rather than

church or private agency, undertook to administer a system of

education "in which the rudiments of the Latin and Greelc lan-

guages shall be taught.and scholars fully qualified for the

Universities." The Boston Public Latin School was thus foun-

ded. This was in )&35.By l&o3 it was decreed that two such

schools in com.nunities of over five hundred families should

be maintained.lt must be said that in spite of several laws

in the New England colonies passed for the encouragement of

the establishment of these forms of schools, the several com-

munities made various and successful attempts to evade the

literal meaning of the law.Al though Harvard College was one

of the proud boasts of the colonles.Massachusetts adhered

a program of support to classical education and Harvard requi-

rements as did none of the other colonies.Looking back to the

Harvard entrance requirements promulgated in 1642, one is less
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surprised at the attempts of the communities to substitute

educational systems, than at the numbers who made the heroic

fulfillments. "When any scholar is able to read Tully( Cicero J

or such like classical authors ex tempore and ma^e and speake

true Latin in verse and prose — and decline perfectly the

paragigms of nounes and verbes in ye Greek tongue, then may

hee bee admitted to ye college, nor shall any claim admission

before such qualifications." And these requirements stood

practically untouched till the first quarter of the nineteenth

century, when the curriculum was broadened to include arithmetic,

geometry, trigonometry, and geography. It was five years after the

new type of secondary school, the English High School, had been

established that we see an attempt at a fair recognition of the

vernacular as a requirement for college. By that time the fresh-

man class at Harvard numbered seventy-one, although the law re-

quired the maintenance of over one hundred and seventy schools

of the Latin Grammar type. It was fostered by authority ire spected

and supported as a duty, but early supplanted by schools that^
more nearly the needs of the communities as a whole.

The academies served at once as a transitional step

between public secondary education and education for girls be-

• yond the common or writing school stage.But what with the em-

broidery and wax-work courses, they faiied'serve the real needs

of the Sisters of the day.The Girls^High School was established

in lu20 to meet the popular demand for adequate secondary public

school education for the girls.
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Several colleges had already opened more or less

carefully a door to girls before the public made an attempt

to provide the means for preparing the girls for college as

it had so early provided for the boys. Boston University, for

instance, had already welcomed the "co-ed"and Wellesley had

been established, when in January 1677 there met a group of

women to discuss the subject of the preliminary training of

girls for college. The founder of Wellesley College, Mr .Henry

F.Durant,as well as Miss Elizabeth Peabody, the^promoter of

the kindergarten system in this country, urged^newly organized

"Massachusetts Society for the University Education for Women''

to rouse Boston^o the legal and moral rights of the girls to

receive their just proportion of the advantages from the pub-

llo schools.

The orsanlzatlon, through Its representatlves,oon-

centrated its efforts on proourlng the glrls'_ admittance to

the existing Boys' Latin School.They based their claim on the

statutes of the Commonwealth which had provided instruction

in Latin and firee!. in the followingi" to Instruct .11 children:!

no mstruct^iouu^" so far that they may be fitted for the

Unlversity.a school shall be sustained for the benefit of

_^^^^^^^^jj^,^^it^ for which the teacher shall be hired to

give instruction in Latin and areelc.This committee of repre-

sentatives pointed out tt^at the only legal Xi«>it from to

,077 to the benefits of instruction in the classics was the

matter of population.





While the circulation of petitions for the admit-

tance of girls was receiving the widest putlicity from the

press as well as groups and individuals, two of the parents

within the organization went to the Boys' Latin School and

asked for the admission of their daughters. The principal said

he was willing to teach the girls, but finally submitted the

request to the committee on high- schools. There was some de-

sire to allow the girls" to slip in ",but the committee on

high-schools felt it best to get public instruction.Five pub-

lic hearings were held with the result "That the committee on

High Schools be authorized to organize a Latin School for

girls under the direction of a principal with the rank of

Master,and with such assistance as the exigencies of the

school may require; the school to be locate d in whatever

building the committee may direct.

The Girls' i^atln School »as thus founded and

opened with a class of thirty-seven under the headship of

Dr. John Xetlow.m the Girls" High School building. In 1860

the first class graduated six raembers.The school gre^ steadily

in numbers and in the concern of the community .Additional,

space was acquired when the High School quarters became too

cramped.Flnally.m -907 Dr.TetloWs dream for- adequate housing

„as reali.ed.The school became one of a million dollar group

in the Fenway.Today every available recitation room is in

useithe assembly hall is turned over for a good part of the

time to study uses.The school cannot retrench;lt must expand.
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if it is to serve the complex needs of democracy .The thirty-

seven have grown in the forty-five years to the round number

of one thousand.

The school is organized on the six year plan.

Children with satisfactory records are admitted on report

card; others, as was stated in the earlier part of this paper,

on examination. This applies only to the girls coming from

the sixth grade. The diploma of the eight year elementary

school admits the girls to the four year course. So much for

the history and purpose of service of this typical college

preparatory school. One of the original class writes, "To us

was given the thrill of the pioneer.You cannot feel it now.

Women will rarely, if ever, feel it again".

The thrill of the pioneer may , indeed, be denied

to teacher and pupil. But that the school has problems, no

loyal member of the graduate body will deny. If one may see

any of these problems solved there may yet come a thrill -

and one worthy of the aims as well as the traditions of the

school and its faithful and enthusiastic pioneers.
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Characteristics of its Student Body

I. Chronological ages

The accompanying table shows the range of the

years of the girl the school contains, The suminary of each

class is pertinent for later discussion.
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II. Intelligenc*

The entrance classes and several sections of

the Third Class were given the Terman Group Intelligence Tests.

The intelligence ratio in these tests considers the age and

the personal score made by the pupil. The mental ability is

rated here in accordance with the following divisions:

Inferior below 75 I.R«

Below Average 75-90 I.R»

Average 90-110 I.R,

Above Average —llo -125 I»R.

Superior above 125 I.R.

These divisions are affected by border-line

casesl'A pupil with 92 or 93',' the director of the testing

maintains, "may really belong in the 'Below Average* group,

and a pupil with 86 may belong in the 'Average' group."

"These border-line cases should be interpreted with the

teacher's estimate," were the further directions to the

teachers. In line with this finding, one of our girls is in

this country about three years - if as long as that. Her

rating must have been affected and assuredly needs inter-

pretation of the teacher.With each of these she is doing

considerably better than "good work".

Of the 431 girls tested, the following was the

result in terms of per cent. The ages ranged from II-3 to 17-6.

Inferior

Below Average •{. .-4.6

Average 49.7
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Above Average 35 • 3

Superior ^0,2

These findings prove that our school, in

comparison with the city's other secondary schools, omitting

in this generalization, the Boys* Latin School, is a superior

group mentally. Our range was from an I.R. of 70 made by

one girl to U5 made by two girls, one aged 11-6, the other

13-8.

J^y] fell, y e-vic ^ /W"^''
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III. Social Status

Our school represents democracy better perhaps

than any other hish school of the city. For we draw from every

part of the city - from East Boston to Hyde Park, as well as

from outlying districts •Equally broad and extensive is the

range of work represented by the parents of the children.

There is scarcely a profession that is not represented.As for

labor and industry, a daughter from each branch may be found

in this college preparatory school. The judge, the lawyer, the

entire teaching profession, the J oumalist, the doctor, the pro-

fessor - each has sent one, sometimes two children, to tlUe

school. There is the daughter of the retired merchant, and of

the big department store owner, the daughter of the clerk,

sales-manager, advertiser, insurance man; of the real estate man,

the hotel man, the engineer, carpenter, plumber, grocer, milkman,

and welfare worker. The horseshoer and the blacksmith, each has

a daughter preparing for college. Of political representatives,

we have the littlo girl of a former governor, the daughters of

the mayor and apparently of every branch of employment in city

and state. Once when the writer asked for examples of formal

invitations in the letter-writing work,a little girl brought

her a finely engraved invitation from President Woodrow Wilson.

A dinner or reception had been given in honor of the small

girl ' s uncle.

It is this intermingling of the daughter of the

barber and of the highest official of city and state that helps

to bring a knowledge of democracy, which it is hoped,wiil remain
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with its future citizens. Often this example of what goes on

in Democracy's high school is well brought out in the popu-

lar elections for the highest class honors.





The social data are here given in two charts.

The table gives the ten divisions in their numerical and

per cent values:

Business 210 29

Professions 119 26

Trades 1 15 16

Employees 70 9

7

Semi-profe s si onal 40 6

Unclassified 25 4

Political Office 9 1

U.S.Army Service 9 1

Retired 7 1

725

Where there are two - sometimes three - sisters in

the school, but one occupation was counted.

The "Uncertain" refers to the number who are in-

sufficiently listed. The card often reads "with the United

Shoe Machinery Company" or the Packard Automobile Company."

Semi-professional. This includes the opticians,

chiropodist3,etc

.

Unclassified deals with the interpreters, two

sea-captains, etc

•

In the Political Office column there are, aside

from the Mayor, an Election Gomaiis3ioner,a School House

Commissioner , etc

•

"Liquor Business" is scratched on many cards. In

aome th© spaoe ia not yet filled.
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lY. The student body - its adolescent characteristic

A consideration of the adolescent characteris-

tics of the girls is at once a privilege and a duty upon the

teacher. "One cannot any longer retain self-respect nor social,

if he accepts his teaching work as merely the imparting of

information." He is more and more insistently challenged to

make men and women, and to study continually the intricate

complexities of those processes he by virtue of his position,

must direct and define. " (Junior. Senior High School Admin."

Johnson, Newlon.Pickell).Whether we feel that adolescence is a

sudden floodi^ of the mental and spiritual life of youth - a

veritable Rebirth - or whether we consider that the oncoming

is a gradual^mergence of the child -life into the period of

preparation for youth and of youth itself ,no one connected

with these periods of growth,but must either frankly face the

situation that differences in the periods do exist, or spread

. his knowledge over a crater trusting that life will result.
^

There is K too big a margin, however, for an eruption that ftKHU

scatter the seed to the four winds,sear it,or blight it.Indeed

w. must know our charges appreciating their critical changes of

physical,mental,and spiritual phases of passing to the threshold

of wonKnhood.

We set our girls at two different perlods-the

sloushlns.lf on. .ay term it, of chlldhoodiand me entrance upon

youth.At the opening of school. there appear at our doors. child-

ren out of the sixth grade of the grammar schools of our city

and outside dlstrlcts.There also appear the graduates from the
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grammar schools. All have but two things in common-they have

decided that the Girls' Latin School is the best place for

"preparing" for college^^^.^t the burden of education is now

placed-it becomes the duty of the teacher to get these ent-

rants ready to pass any requirements that a college may make

for their admittance. Otherwise there exist the most varied

characteristics. To mention one physical variation since the

physical has. as far as we know, at least an indicative value

in conclusions on adolescence. there is a difference of thir-

teen inches between the tallest girl of the sixth class en-

trant this year and the shortest girl, and eleven inches

between the tallest and the shortest in the elementary gra-

duate group.In many of the cases of considerable difference

in height there is the physical difference of maturity.

It would be presumptuous to discuss the effect pf

this vital change in the life of the girl. without any more

scientific study than the writer has made.Yet it seems stupid

not to take any more note of the situation than we do.In all

the years of teaching. in the various efforts made for an under-

standing of the girls' needs.nowhere has the writer met with

more genuine gratitude from the parenttk^Wn she made the

effort frankly to meet the situation. Suggestions as to school

work, to the carrying of the books have been met with, "and do

you really note the condition?" "How fortunate for my little

girl?" How unfortunate, has come the thought.that each girl.at

entrance.has not had her condition taken well in hand by the

teacher through a sympathetic and intelligent interview with
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the mother, at least.

From a more or less scientific division of adoles-

cence then, our sixth class is at the pubertal or transitional

period, for the most part,althousti it has a good many who are

yet in the realm of childhood.

Broadly, the chief characteristic is "squirminesa"

of mind, if one may say so, as well as of body. The "wave-motion'|

of this stage, maintained at least one of the teachers, is the

most fatiguing of the elements in teaching girls of this group.

Yet there is a spontaneity, a whole-hearted j oyousness,an alert-

ness to the promise of interest, a loveableness, an appreciative-

ness that compensates for the restlessness, inability to con-

centrate, or that infinite call of "Give-aive" which comes from

the very heart as well as the mind of this girl a- tip-toe on

adolescence. "And make it interesting" is her concommiXtant
^

slogan. "Goat it with chocolate Sugar it,"she fairly coaxea.

Then she turns and demands opportunities for doing things her-

self .She wants to take her English and turn it all into storie*

and plays. She will dramatize the most prosaic of truths-even

the change of seasons,latitude and loggitude.Grammar is a well-

spring for this omnivorous dramatist.In History , never did the

Dred Scott decision mean more than a wildj^emess of words,

until the class was given the subject to "play." When the

girls had arraigned the prisoner before Judges, permitted a

discussion, entered the plea of the prisoner,etc . the class

some time later on a question bearing on the significance of

the event and the issue involved totalled nearly one hundred
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per cent correct. Reality and imagination seem never so inter-

mingled as at this stage-certainly it is the last stage of

such intimacy. Nothing is impossible! The pride of being with

the older girls is intense, who in turn look upon them both as

incorrigible infants and glorious babes. They are embarrassing

in the confidences they make and call for. They adore or detest

a classmate, a teacher, a lunch, a book, -indiscriminately .Yet it

is their very demonstrativeness and enthusiasms that keep the

chalk-dust from gathering too thickly on the teacher's soul.

Physically, the period is in a sense, one of"watch-

ful waiting. "It should be that for the school and teacher as

for the home and mother. It is a time requiring close coopera-

tion- the closest, indeed. The lower- toned key into which the

lives of some of the girls seem pitched at this emotional

stage is in no small degree due to the advancement made physi-

oally.

The last ten years have seen perhaps a greater

interest and attempts ItVj^^tment to meet the Intellectual

requirements and Interests of this age than of any other perloA

of formal education. So we have come to recognize that this is

a time for habit formations, for knowledge acquisitions. There

IS a pe.rlng.as it were, into every avenue of life and thought.

Interests that seemed satisfactory are broken up.There are

mental hungers that must be fed.Books have a powerful lure,

especially when they explain or clarify the problems of the

present and its surroundings. The need here Is for definite

imagery as for clearness in compreheasion.Xet it is a mistake
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to assume that the best toowledge and clearest cones from

the written word.It Is the out-of-doors that open up"t>ook8

m the runnlns brooks." And at no point can the EngHsH "ork

receive more vital aid than In the field lessons so-called.

Real trips, for real purposes i-^ill yield a store of material

that can be tapped the year through.The trip beyond the school

limits. the "historical outing". the "Literary Pilgriniage"

leave traces long after formal learning dfys are over.

Our fifth class carries on to a degree the physi-

cal. mental and social airalcenlngs and intersts of the previous

group.Nevertheless.the grip of experience has begun to tell -

the life effect and the effect of the formal training we have

begun. There is a natural and unnatural stabilization. that

shows the girl's attempt to adjust herself to the responsi-

bilities and discomforts of the early teens.

The girl shows a shifting of interests. a deepening

of feelings and an awakening to the viewpoint of the "alter"

rather than the concentration on the "ego." More and more

She looks for an introduction to the real life of her commu-

nity, to the real interest of the adult world surrounding h.ri

the civic organization that held emotional appeals to her some

twelvemonths agchas now a deeper m.aning.Her memory is stiU

a sort of omniverous one-easlly worked, easily interested,

easily delivered of its store.She can wait for the results

of an activity much b.tter.Her personality.as her whole moral

and spiritual strength depends on the application. the concen-

tration of her interests. the intentness of action.and the
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ultimate success toward ends that seem worth her while and

justified for her needs. Possibly it is not overstating the

case for the girl to say that the periods of indirect tea-c^-

ofeing are fully as effective in her development as the peri-

ods of intense directive guidance. In other words, there is a

demand, an inherent need that the girl be allowed to carry

out, to form and prove problems that occur to her with no

other help than that which she herself asks f^ toward

acquiring the necessary information which will help her in

the solution of the undertaking.

For a girl who has been two years in the school,

there is a certain ease and advantage that she has over the

girl who comes from the grades, that is sometimes amusing and

sometimes pathetic. For the girl who comes from the grades has

adolescent problems to attend to, that require a whole soul's

adjusting. The entirely new environment, the new methods, the new

personalities to which she must adjust herself, the new subject

- all are extra burdens that she must bear at a time when her

efforts are necessary to get acquainted and attuned with her

own individuality.lt is little wonder that the mortality

amongst these entrants is at times, judging by figures alone,

rather startling.Much has been written on the inwardness and

the raw outwardness of this girl. One is tempted to say that

everyone is right. For no one can be with the girl at this, as

in her adolescent awakening, without realizing the constant

changes, the new manifestations of the self - a variable
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quantity at best; the need of letting the teacher be taught,

if wisdom and understanding be heard at the gate.

For the girl who has been with us, as well,howev«r,

as for the n«w arrival, some general comnion phases, do assured

ly exist. There is an obvios^ self-consciousness, a looicing

inward, a questioning and a weighing that require all the def^

1^ and experience and sympathy of the teacher to utilize

for a fiormal, flowering and growth. It is a remarkable period

for what someone has called " the holding of private theatri-

cals." These mental seances may be of a spiritual nature;

they may be cast in that glorious land of Spain where castlei

and guitars and fine grandees, and adultation and relcnown,

and adventure, and reward all take the place of the ever-

lasting grind of rules and books. A little time for this

gorgeous Land of the Make-Believc is essential .But of untold

importance is the arousing of interest into the here and th0

now. One has but to meet the eyes of this fourteen o^ fifteen

year old girl, to know with a thrill^- though it may be of dis-

may, that she is feeding husks to a hungry soul. The awakening

human Individuality is uncanny in sensing hypocricy or sheer

formalism. One must keep the day alive with dynamic learning

and doing and being. No matter what else we succeed in or

fail in, we must be lavish in giving opportunities to form

correct ideals, lasting ideils^in personal responsibility,

service to the community , the state and the nation - to the

world and its people; Selective as our school may be, it is

nevertheless groting more and more compiex,lf more and more





demooratlo.The call Is on that account beoomlns more Insletent

from year to year to supplement every form of agency in the mak-

ing of the individual a contributing member to society, a help-

ful. healthy personality In the home. a critical Judge of the

value of leisure. Ideals - standards these we must make real

and vital.

Given an opportunity^ the Imagination at this stage

IB one of the teacher's greatest aids In character formation.

Specifically.m the English work alone where we are placing the

emphasis on skill and knowledge we are In danger by a too lite-

ral demand.by minutae of detail. of stunting this our greatest

agency for a worthy use of leisure - the creative imagination.

To write for the movles.became a regenerating Influence upon

one girl whose head seemed turned away from all that school

and teacher, as well as home, stood for.

The shouldering of the intellectual and social

burdens of development has seemed task enough to the high school

teacher.All along the line w. hear, however, a new not.."If

education is to become a real method of democracy it must con-

tribute more than the purely Intellectual and social aspects

of personality.-, and "We must build on the child's endowment

and his craving for objective ideals and by idealising th.

Stat, as a moral institution may the school find its fuller

social justification." Agaln-It will be for the school of the

future to lay at least as much stress on the arts of self-

expression as on the acquisition of knowledge . and to ensure

that aesthetic feeling shall pervade the community."
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( Junior and Senior High School Administration" Johnston,

Newlon and Pickell.M.W.Keatings quoted therein.)

If all these duties and more are ours. It be-

comes Increasingly an essential matter for the teacher to be

fully cognizant of the charges in her care. There must be not

only a knowledge of the adolescent character! sties, but a

genuine belief in the adolescent and an enthusiastic support

m its struggles.lt is because of this belief in the question

and its bearing on the English element of our problem that

this detailed discussion of adolescence in its early stages

has taken place. It is eminently true that at present one can-

not safely recommend reorganization of administration of the

school on the basis of the above characteristics. But the dif-

ficulty should be overcome in time.At any rate, if a lack of

knowledge of the girl and her needs, is the fundamental reason

given by educators, it does seem that where an opportunity for

examination is given, it is but fair to the girl that some

evaluation of her needs be considered on that basis rather

than the basis of custom or tradition.lt would, therefore,

seem that an attempt at serviee might be made when the new

classes arrive, that we divide these girls into sections mort

nearly conforming to their mental and physical ages than on

the non-committal, alphabetic basis.

The last three years of th» school contain the

adolescent glrl,as the term is generally accepted. There is,to

be sure, still more or less of a division on the basis of this

characterlzatlon.But for the most part we are dealing not
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with the late adolescent nor the earlier stage thereof. This

girl is at the"ase of discovery". (Hall. ) (Kirkpatrick).

She looks out upon the world and finds It good with &od in

his heaven to help us see that "all's right with the world".

Whether her power for reasoning is a sudden development or

a Slow growth she has far greater command of this power than

ever before. She can handle a wider range of thinking,* deeper

delving thereln.What has been abstract. no longer seems that,

but has content and power to attract.aeneral truths have a

new appeal. But there is the usual anchorage for the girl of

this age, the artistic and llterary.Her memory discards very

easily. but retains what it seems to need for practical pur-

poses.Exact reproduction is no longer attractive. If youth

is "the hope of the world". it assuredly becomes our duty to

see that these girls with their newly awakened sensibilities

to their powers. with their craving "gennlnal knowledge and

needs to see large surfaces "(Hall-" Adolescence"); «ith

ability to judge of acts and differentiate motives.with in-

terests and desires for participation in the adult world -it

surely behooves us to give them insight.ldeals.basic standards,

for Civic virtue. for moral Judgtment. for personal responsi-

bility, for a sympathetic outlook.as well as a broad vision.

The Old drill methods cannot sufficefit is the p.riod"for

storing into the subconscious self"advls.s Hall.until there

a sort of sinking fund.or an irrigating channel for Ideals

and aims that will enrich life to the end of the road.

Irving King in "The High School Age" has many
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helpful words in this connection.He points out that this pe-

riod moves with the appeal of "to thine own self be true".

For youth has emerged from the animal-lil^e crossness of pu-

bertal years and begins to thinic of his social relationship,

his duties, and the rights and wrongs of his acts. "There is

much intelligence in the curiosity, and a depth and signifi-

cance to the world around. It is the "period for character

building". Mentally it is the "golden age of sense". More than

the preceding period, and for too many, more than any eucceed-

ing state does nature hold communion with the adolescent.lt

was only a disillusioned elderly man who called it all "a

pathetic fallacy". Matter rather than form is now the focal

point. The hand was nearest the brain, (Hall) in the pubertal

stage. Now education calls upon the heart as well as the head.

Ralph W.Pringle, "Adolescence and High School

Problems", considers "that the study of adolescence cannot be

left out of account in judging of the worth-whileness of any

system of secondary education.

Thomdlk. and Inglis would decry "the notion

tuat maturity Is the main factor In the differences found

anionget school children". But after this and the statement

of other flndlngs.one can only agree with the last analysis

-namely that there Is not as yet a scientific body of

toowledge on the suhJect.Th. statement that development must

be considered with reference to the Individual Is necessarily

true.But that the stag, of physical gro-th plays no small part

m that development cannot be doubted.Howev.r much these
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various writers differ on the theory of adolescent appearance,

needs, character and effect, there is no small agreeaent be-

tween Hall. Monroe, Thomdi^e, King, Inslis,<^o5^ston, and others

that there is the need, in the period of formal higli school

J
' indole scfr,e.. +y,k.-f-

trainingJa better Imowledge^c specially of^our girls.A con-

comitant suggestion then appears-that as we have done with

elementary education we shall eventually have to deal with

secondary. We shall have to experiment, guage our findings,

make a reorganization on the basis of the child's needs,

characteristics, and community ideals. That adolescence will

play a full share in such a study of the girl, no one need

fear to predict.As on. who has worked with girls throughout

the grammar grades, the high school age, in and out of school,

it has never seemed possible to discuss the girl^swork

until there was some knowledge of the girl's stage in

adolescence.

As a final word on th. dlaousslon of adolescent

oharaoterlstios of the glrla.the -rlt.r wishes to confess

the serious breach of omission of that characteristic whlcit

even Prof.Inglls maintains see^Tts appearance at this stag.

"With a dramatic onrush" .namely , the sex Instinct.and which

many writers consider malc.a up the web and woof of the ado-

lescent pattex^.ln all truth. the omission cannot be made with

impunity whether one considers the development coming on with

suddenness or by gradual degrees.It is to be reckoned with.

,„t than in the course in English. For all
and at no point more tnan in

f«it that in" one- sex school, In a more or

that, it has been felt. that in^ouc
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1.S8 selective sroup.with the especial home and environmen-

tal advantages, the element of sex may perhaps need less

emphasis here than anywhere else.y*t because English Is

replete with its influence, one has a thousand opportuni-

ties to suggest the Interpretation of the Ifflve that clean-

ses the heart and purifies the vislon.But at any point

Where one notices the furtive loo^.the meaninsful or mean-

ingless giggle when reference to any form of the love ele-

ment comes up.it seems a thousand times more worth while

to be human in the situation, to show an appreciation, and

some understanding thereof , rather than remain aloof or

deaf to its existence.

D.The Subject tetter of the Curriculum in this Study

I. The Course as Outlined by the School Board

It may be well to insert at this point the

Method of naming our classes.which is sometimes confusing

to those Who are familiar with the nomenclature of the re-

gular secondary schools.Children who enter from the sixth

class-whether by examination or by admission by card- form

our Sixth Class.Promotlon goes to the Fifth Class.The next

year we receive the eighth year girls from the Grammar

schools Who form the Pour B class,«hile the girls who have

been in school through the Sixth and Fifth Class form the

sections of the Four A division.Beyond that is Class Three B.

and Class Three A, Two B and Two A.The graduating class with

Its various sections by now intermingled, forms the First Class,

The "A" sections invariably mean elements which have begun in
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our sixth class, the "B" divisions refer, in general, to the

girls who have come from the graduating classes of the gram-

mar schools.

In th. course of study as outlined by the School

Board.there is an optlon.to some extent. of the amount of time

to be devoted to English. The Sixth and Fifth Classes. for

example. are permitted from five to six hours per weelc.Ihe

Fourth Class may use four or flve:the Third, three or four;

the Second. four. and the First. four.The "b" divisions are

given five periods in the Fourth Class, three or four in the

Thlrd.four in the Second.and four in the First.The average

length of time for a class period is forty-five minutes.

The subject matter as outlined by this course

gives the following for the Sixth and Fifth Classes:

I.Reading aloud and silently both prose and poetry

from the authorized text-books and the supplementary reading

of the seventh grade of the elementary schools;also from

books from the school and the Public Library.

a.Committmg to memory and reciting choice sel.ctions

of prose and poetry.

J.Oral and written compositions on subjects suited to

this grade. including some practice in taking from dictation,
.

m making abstracts.and especially in letter writing.

4. English grammar.

S.Spelling.punctuation.the us. of capitals and abbre-

viations, taught either in separate exercises or in connection

With 3 and 4.

6. Penmanship
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The first note of the college entrance require-

ments is heard in Glass IV where the directions read:

"Reading of some of the books in the lists set by the col-

leges, with others taken from the authorized, supplementary

reading, and from the school or Public Library." Further

requirements in the course pepeat the directions for memory

work;recitations of choice selections of prose and poetry;

of oral and written work from authorized manuals. The same

general directions are given for Class III. Glass II fur-

ther emphasizes the college requirements by adding to the

work of the Third Glass "Reading and study of one or more

books set by the colleges for study". Class I is given the

"Reading and study of the books set for that purpose by the

colleges, with parallel readings from available books. Com-

mitting to memory and reciting choice specimens of prose

and poetry. Study of the English literature. Oral and written

composition, with the use of authorized manuals of composi-

tion and rhetoric."

H. The Course in Operation

The actual operation of the course involves some

changes in the time schedule. For instance. Sixth and Fifth

Class English receive five hours of the curriculum time -

three prepared periods, and one unprepared. The Fourth Class

has five hours-but no unprepared recitations.The last three

Classes devote each three hours to English-all lessons

prepared.
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The subject matter of the ourrloulum, it is easily

seen, is broadly stated in the Boston Course. This permits the

school to keep close note of any ohanses that may be mad* in

the requirements for college entrance and to place the em-

phasis on the new needs as they arise. Wc do not, as a rule,

look for any vital ourrloulum changes unless one of the

North Atlantic colleges, especially a woman's college, should

announce a radical change in policy .As announcements are

made several years in advance, the school can proceed on a

curriculum without veering from a course for an equal num-

ber of years, broadly speaking.

It may be worth-while to give our course of

study m detail.At this point, however, a general description

may suffice.From the Sixth to the First Class, there is on.

aim underlying the study of English in our school - bat to

be just,and inclusive, there are some subsidiary aims.Never-

theless,the all-absorbing one,naturally , 1» to fulfill the

function of the school. In a sense this is interpreted by

the results of the examinations set for entrance into col-

lege. From the first lesson to the final lesson In the school

. a point it is hoped will be brought out later - there is

a spirit in the school that is of the elements beyond and

above examinations of all kinds.It is but fair *o the men

a^d women who make up its faculty, to acknowledge its influ-

ence.On the other hand,ln a strict accounting of our being,

it is essential to consider that which does motivate our

work all along the line.The Sixth Class is, therefore, put
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through a drill In English grammar; sentence structure;

written tests thereon; out side reading and reporting thereon;

class reading - such as Bennett's "Master Skylark" , Shake-

speare's "The Tempest", Dickenfe' "Christmas Carol" ,Longfel^

low's "Evangeline", and Whittier's "Snowbound" .Our memory

work is based on our reading in the main. There is a rigor

and an exactness which we attempt in the whole treatment

of our English work that leaves little room for the consi-

deration, in the English course per se,of much beyond the

need of preparedness against the requirements of the next

year. That next year calls for an equal , thorough grinding

in the elements of grammar; in the recognition of all things

th4t partake of the structure of a sentence .Punctuation

that was started in the previous class is carried on at

this point.There is an attempt made to distinguish compo-

sition - placing the emphasis on narration and description.

We kave begun some work with language as a form of art,

especially through the figures of speech.This, too.is con-

tinued. In both classes we do make an attempt to put in

work in oral composition that shall meet with the require-

ments and illustrate the principles we have taught.Memory

work too.is here,based on our reading.The reading here is

from Shakespeare's "As You Eike It" - Oreek Mythology;

several selections from "The Sketch Book" , notably "Rip

Van Winkle". "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow"^ "Westminster

Abbey", from which we have prescribed some, memory work.
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In both these classes, the spelling work Is taken from School

Document No. 9. A bi-monthly book report from a list assisned

iB also required.

The Four "B" Enslish is one of the most vital

places for the building up of our English program.Here is

where we see the results of two years of grammar driU.etc,

when we compare the new arrivals from all over the city

with our own girls. It would be an uncommon impertinence if

no recognition were given of the other characteristics that

the grade girls fering to the school. even in the subject of

English. Many of them, for example. bring a womanliness, an in-

dependenoe,a curiosity, that is decidedly refreshing. They

show that they have been through some very worth-while ex-

perience that for the want of a better term,may be called

"socialised training". They have had a nearer first-hand

view life. somehow. than their sisters who spent the two

years with us.Ma^y have.however.barely gotten an idea of

the structure of the language of their land.Grammar is a

sealed book.But the National Conference on Uniform Entrance

Requirements in English calls for •instruction in the prac-

tical essentials of grammar".As no two people have yet

agreed Just what are the practical essentials of Grammar,

it becomes necessary to give a full course thereon.The

rhetoric takes on a thorough training in the elements of the

composition as a whole.its method of development.its prin-

ciples of unity. coherence.and
emphasis.We take up the

,nit its various kinds of work. its principles

paragraph as a unit. its various
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of unity, coherence, and emphasis, the coherence between para-

graphs.and the methods of developing each kind of paragraph.

The sentence work takes up the various errors of unity and

coherence, the dlgreBSlon, the bad "loose" sentence. the matter

of number of Ideas In a sentence, etc. .aid the test for unity.

The work m the coherence of a sentence Involves here the

faulty use of personal pronouns.the "dangling" participle,

the squinting construction. etc.We continue with the figures

of speech and the rhetorical effects that are acquired by

the loose.perlodlc.or balanced sentence.the long and short

sentence, and the general effect of each.Punctuatlon drill

goes on, so does s.me work In spelllng.The class reads In

"Cranford"."The Odyssey", and the"Lady of the Lake". There

is a good deal of memory work.Book reports on the outside

reading are carefully consldered.In the composition work

one must not omit the letter-writing. as well as the serious

work of description and narration.

If language structure may be considered the

keynote of the work In the Fourth Class, the work In the

next three classes may possibly be considered as the lite-

rary analyzatlon or constructlon,both from the composition

* ^ r.^ course. Bi«ilontlily period,

as well as the literature of the course.

, . ^in.tive In November and December, our course

Class III, is indicative. in wovt^m

calls for the followlngs

The Novel

Deflnltlon;structure,lntroduclng
complication,

rising exciting
force,crlsls.resolutlon.falllng

action.
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tragic force, culmination or catastrophe, conclusion, and also

the meaning of the following termsJ movement, situation,

incident,event,6oene,epl8ode,foiling.The plot; teaching

single action, relation of main plot to sub - plot.motivation,

point of view. Settings historical, geographical, social.

CharaotersJ ola88iflcatlon,development as individuals,

methods of presentation.Purpose. Style.

Novelistic qualities; kind and extent of sub-

ject matter,conoretenesE,complexity,humor,ideallty,foroe.

Individuality of the apthor.

Texts; "Silas Mamer".and "A tale of Two Cities"

One may be used for supplementary reading and book-report.

The oral composition calls for specific drill

m conver8ation,anBwerins que8tion8,explainins and giving

direction8,reports. (Emphasis to be placed on good dellveryi.

With equal thoroughness is the study of the

drama undertaken in the first bi-monthly period.

The first bi-monthly period for Glass I is the

following; Compo8ltion,arsument and persuasion: teaching dif-

ference between opinion and factieviaence,circumstancial

and testimonlal,dlrect and indirect; Induction and its fal-

lacies; deduction and its fallacies; relation between induc-

tion and deduction; argument from antecedent probability,

example, including analogy.and burden of proof.A long argu-

raentative theme is called for; a book-report on the novel;

,riefs of each speech studied under llterature..iterature,

Macaulay'8 two "Speeches on Copyright" .and Lincoln's
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"Cooper Union Address", or Washlnston's "Farewell Address"

or Burke's " Speech on Gonciliition with the AmerHran

Colonies".Memory work is assigned throughout all these

classes. Selections for study and reading are chosen direc

tly from that which the College Board prescribes.

Glass II devotes three bi-monthly periods - nearly

months-, to a consideration of exposition in co^iipos

two months to narration and description. The rest

the time to revie\\r.
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III. Correlation of our Curriculum

No one element of school administration, is re-

ceiving today more thoughtful and careful scrutiny than the

subject of the curriculum of a school. It has fairly become,

an axiom that each part as well as the entire curriculum must

have a Justification. Ours is writ large in the opening state-

ment of the Course of Study of the Boston Public Schools and

is motivated, so to speak, by the need of presenting our grad-

uates before the College Entrance Examination Board. This

Board, it may be noted, consists of the president or an author-

ized representative of each participating college or university

and of representatives of the secondary schools. Representatives

of the secondary schools are appointed, in such manner as the

association choosing them may direct by "The New England As-

sociation of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and the Association

of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Middle States and

Maryland." The ratio of secondary school representatives to

college representatives is of interest. Quoting again from the

"College Entrance Examination Board-Examination Questions" pub-

lished by ainn and Company, we read "Each Association may appoint

one secondary school representative for every three colleges

and universities that are members of the Board and represented

in such association, provided, however, that one representative

.ay be appointed on the admission Board of one such college or

university, and provided, further, that the number of secondary-

school representatives appointed by any one association sfeall in

no case exceed five." Thus we find eight from the secondary

schools and thirty-four from the colleges and univer^ties making
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up the Board.

The record of our school in achieving success

before this Board speaks for the close correlation between our

curriculum and the requirements as set up by this agency. We

are necessarily amongst those schools that "cling to the trad-

itional college preparatory curriculum." If time has anything

to do with casting a worthy influence over a tradition, our

curriculum has the advantage over any of the experimental courses

that are now coming to the fore in all discussion of the service

to the republic that the secondary school should contribute.

Horace Mann, Theodore Roosevelt. Dr. MacAndrew. each in his way

has emphasised the fact that our education is in the main, an

inheritance, an importation, a "child of European aristocracy."

The secondary school aristocracy "was created for the purpose,

• as has already been pointed out, to provide for the cultural

requisites of the boys. During the Middle Ages and the rise of

the Universities, secondary education was turned to fitting for

university training. The line of inheritance as far as our

school is concerned, is unibi^oven. In the answer to the Brooiclyn

Eaglets questionnaire "What is the purpose of our schools," some

one •mintained "that it was to introduce the child to the cul-

tural inheritance." Whether we restrict this by intrepretin^

the aim to mean - as Dr. MacA^idre^v insisted "getting the course

of study into the child's system" is not wholly pertinent. The

fact of the correlation is, however, interesting^ from Its his-

torlcal association.
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Viewed as an element in training for service in the

home and state, 8tA for the conservation of the individual's

health and abilities, the historical continuity is of lesser

inpor ua-nce. If secondary education is the "bulv/ai'k of ohe de-

mocracy" how is our English curriculum contributing toward the

development of the girl as home-maker, a worker, a responsible

civic member of the body politic, as an intelligent citizen in

communal welfare? Is this curriculum training in the adolescent

girl most economical methods for giving her skill, proper atti-

tudes, and functional knowledge? From this point of view the

correlation has its advantages and disadvantp.cses.

IV. The Advantages and Disadvantages.

All discussion of these factors is naturally based

on the assumption that the examination is the best human device

for testing the individual's fitness for acquiring in college

the further knowledge, skills, attitudes, power, training, ideals

which shall fit the girl properly for taking her place in the

home, state, and community. Without going into detail aL, this

point on the merits of t^^is assumption, we may proceed to an

attempt to gauge the above correltion.

Possibly no one can state more fairly the advanta-

ges of the College Entrance Examinations to the secondary school,

than the College Boaerd itself. We can/ therefore, read in its

announcement the following statements of which there are seven.

The first two, It will be noted, concern themselves with the

make-up of the examinations; three deal with the advantages of

uniformity; one with the convenience, and one of place with the

economy of administration.
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"The manifest advantages of the examinations, ^we

res.d,^ield by the Board are:

1 They represent the cooperation of the oolle^'^s and

secondary schools in respect to a matter of vital importF-noe

to both.

2. They i^epresent the cooperative effort of
,

t^roup

of colleges, no one of which thereby surrenders its individuality.

5. They are uniform in subject matter.

4. They are uniformly administered.

5. By reason of their uniformity they aid greatly the

work of the secondary schools.

6. They are held at many points, to meet the conven-

ience of students, at one and the same time.

7. They tend to effect a marked saving of time, money,

arid effort in administering college admission requirements."

There are a number of other advantages to the sy-

stem which certain advocates have advanced - also based on the

.assumption that the examination is the best test of fitness of

the individual. For instance, the examination, we are told is

a compelling stimulus to the candidate for assembling and or-

ganizing his knowledge of the subject. The examination stim-

ulates the course by setting a definite goal of achievement. It

gives training in meeting the crises in life. S.H.Edmunds, Supt.

of Schools Sumter, South Carolina, gives in the Journal of Ed-

ucation for April 5,1923, some ten advantages of "the time-honored

written examinations," some of which seem pertinent in this dis-

cussion. "A written examination, may give that pleasure which

comes from a consciousness of the power of achievem.ent. "
Ner-

vousness, may.
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he argues, "be a result of mental incertitude as of a physi-

cal defect. If examinations are properly conducted they ena-

ble a pupil to use selective judgement, clearness, and concise-

ness of expression."

Credit to the system must be given by the English

teacher in a matter which is now so self-evident that one can

hardly dream of a time when the need required emphasis.Tet an

examination into the curricula of these preparatory schools

show clearly that they were all too prone to stand by tradi-

tions Just because they were traditions.Preparatory schools

had a tendency to remain static, to become a sort of eddy in

the stream of educational development, and to remove themselves

entirely from the needs of the life of the day. It was the

college - Harvard College - to be specific, which through its

demands and standards set for entrance, forced these secondary

schools to begin, and finally to go the whole way, into the

consideration 6f teaching the vemacular.Now that these colle^

entrance requirements demand three major "units" in English,

each unit representing, it will be recalled,one year's work in

the subject, an equivalent to about one-fourth of the year's

entire work - the preparatory school has received an impetus

towaixi a new goal - a fetich, rather than a science and art.

some would maintain.But English no longer needs any excuses

for being, so to speak.It is a full-fledged member of the

curriculum.Nor should one belittle the desirable state that

has been reached by bringing uniformity into the require-
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merits, and so avoiding the fluctuations that took place when

each college was a complete law unto itself, in the matter of

entrance requirements, and the secondary school had to play

many "obligatoes",as Hall would put it, instead of but one.

The standardization of value of a "unit" in a

subject has also been of great benefit to pupil and school.

A few general statements of the disadvantages

may be in ord^r, before the detailed discussion of these.

"The evil within the high school of a curricu-

lum based on the college preparatory ideals is one that for

many years to come will continue to limit its service. " (Monroe),

"The heart of education for moral, and social, and civic and

mental is in the vernacular language and literature.lt is the

instrument developed by ages of conscious and unconscious

improvement to answer more or less perfectly the requirements

of modem civilization. The fashion that works down the grades

and college entrance requirements are in a large measure

responsible for this, perhaps now the worst case of the pros-

titution of content to form." (Hall) .It is a" shop-worn" plea

that what prepares for college best prepares for life.

^'College preparatory work in English has never

prepared for college . College men freely confess that they

make no attempt to base their courses upon what the high

schools are supposed to have done, and more significantly still,

boys and girls brought up in high schools free from the domi-

nation of the college entrance ideal very frequently surpass

their classmates who were very carefully pointed toward the
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college examination." (j.F.Hosic) "The Bastille of Educa-

tional Bourbonism",is the term applied to the system by

William D.Lewis (Democracys High Schools) .Dr.James L.

Hughes, former chief inspector of schools of Toronto, is

quoted as having said in an adress on "Educational Ideals"

(April 3,1923) that"the entrance examination ideal had done

more to degrade educational ideals in Toronto than any other

evil." In the Report on "The Teaching of English in England"

are these statements: "Purely external examinations in

which there is no direct contact between the examiner and

the teacher cannot be approved," and "Since the style of

question set determines the method of teaching, examining

bodies usurp the function which properly belong to the

school," The committee went on record thus: "It is, we think,

a real misfortune when examinations dictate the whole syl-

labus for a school." After giving his findings on the ran/^

kings made by students at Columbia and comparing these with

the grades made at the examinations, Prof .Thorndike remarks,

"It is a moral atrocity to decide the fitness of an indi-

vidual for college by a system which, when requiPBd to work

to a moderate degree of accuracy, is wrong 4? times out of !pO.

More specifically, the disadvantages that may here

be noted flow directly^ in the main, from the very advantages

set out. In the first place the theory of the advantage of

organizing knowledge that takes place when examinations are

the objective, seldom if ever, work out in practice.When
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the examinations are standardized, as these college board

examinations now are, it becomes a matter of getting "drifts"

from published previous examinations. The mental attitude is

bent to discover some unknown factor's expectations - not

so much on the basis of what has been acquired, as what this

unlmown personality may require.

The examination as a stimulating objective la

inherently so vicious a claim in any conception of educa-

tion as a liberal, human, cultural agency for the development

of the individual, as to need no more than a passing note.

Is there any other equally pernicious element in education

that can more often kill a future interest in literature, for

example, as a field for the right use of leisure, than the

examination?

If examinations really trained in the art of

communicating thought, they would perhaps be Justified, though

all else were against them. But nothing in actual experience

«an prove this claim.

It is today a truism to say that a single exami-

nation does not indicate the true status of the individual,

either in accomplishment or potentialities for college attain-

ments.Here one may note that in spite of the improvements made

in the marking system, the personal equation of that marker is

still in evidence in the final judgement.To quote Prof.Inglia

at this point, "The examination as conducted does not begin

to tap the fitness of a candidate to go to college."

on the whole, if it is a scheme for keeping the
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incompetent out and admitting the competent , records and

sound educational opinion of those within the colleges as

of those working in secondary schools under its restrictions

agree that the method does not work with sufficient justice,

soundness or exactness, to merit the time spent or attention

accorded them. The weight and pertinency of these disadvan-

tages hear with peculiar emphasis on the curriculum in

English.

We shall now proceed to view the effect upon

the teaching force and its student body of this course in

English conditioned by College Entrance Examinations. The

following division of the subject of the English course in

a six year college preparatory school will deal specifically

with this phase.

V. An Attempt to Evaluate the Relationship

1. From the Viewpoint of the Teacher

2. From the Viewpoint of the Student

The latter point of view was obtained from the

gins of our First and Second Classes, who, it was considered,

had now been in the school long enough to have a working

i^owiedge of the course and an appreciation thereof with the

accompanying power of expression of views.

The teacher* s point of view includes a consi-

deration of methods;of choice of subjectjof the character

of her work; her interest in pupil participation.

The expressions quoted earlier in this paper

rrom leading educators of our own country and elsewhere,en-
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courage the practical teacher to evaluate the curriculum

she is handling.

Perhaps one of the most inspirational chapters

in pedagogy of the day that the writer has come across is
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that to be found in John3ton,Newlon,and Picltell's hook on

'"High'^sJhool Administration". The chapter referred to deals

with "Planks in a Party Platform". To quote from a relevant

paragraph or two: "Teachers ^ awakened to a full

self-consciousness of their power-With this they had become

painfully conscious of theiU lack of an impelling ideal - to

agonize in thought, to make this ideal articulate - to erect

it into a flag standard around which in their deepest loyalty

and devotion they could rally. for which they could put up

their spiritual flag. It was their cry in the wilderness."

"Teachers in this new serious frame of mind had become aware

no^ only of the fact that the education they were giving had

become too intellectualistic,ll teral ,and superimposed, and

that it lacked the social element, but also that they at last

saw the warped emotionalism which school exercises were fail-

Ing to modify and to develop.

In this platform.or plank, rather.may be seen very

nearly all that the college entrance influence has upon the

teaoher.Splrltualize our curriculum as one will. and it is

quite safe to say that each teacher of the force id/ doing his

and her best to do so, the outstanding features yet remain -

the English curriculum is cramped in the vise of the require-

ments.Not only does this grip' hold the subject matter.but as

a noncomita^t,it stretches over the method.The two lowest

classes - the Sixth and Fifth - by chronological and physio-

logical age are in the childhood and in the preadolescent
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stage. They make the rank and file of the Junior High School,

so-called. These children, by their age, demand of us a chance

to investigate, to hrouse,to dramatize, to try out problems,

to read, read, read.We should have a chance to get thoroughly

acquainted with our charges, their interest, their bent in

power and expression, and in thought-getting. Theoretically,

we have an opportunity for discussion with the individual

pupil.We have the so-called "seventh period" - from two

o'clock to two-thirty. But so great is the urge to instil

subject-matter, that in practice, this period must be used

for the "back-ward" pupil, without having a very real chance

of understanding where the *kinks" may be. The Sixth Glass

girls are, for the most part, still at the age of"drill and

inculcation." They revel in grammar rules, if aUfftUf^^'^^y

coated with sugar. Their crying need in i.atin,for understand-

ing that words have a variety of functions, and that as they

function they are named,gives them the positive urge, or

motivation for learning grammar.

The writer has taken every English period allowed

by the program and very nearly every i.atin period, for two

months,when she has had a Latin and an English section in

this Sixth eiass,and used the time for grammar work,and found

the little ones interested and better able later to go on

with their i^tin, surely, and their English, too. But by the

time they are in the Fifth Class, they are still immersed in

Latin grammar,and that, together with their new stage of de-

velopment, leaves them all but deal to its attractions.
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They doggedly feel that somehow in the need of things,

they ought to know the subject. They ask for heip,but there

is no heart.no enthusiasm in it. Frankly. they no longer

feel a neal need of it.

The girl in the Fifth Class who wrote the follow-

ing on the subject "Can We Today be Argonaughts and Search

for a aolden Fleece^ writhed in the throes of its deadening

hand.

"Like the ArgonaugUts of old.»e each must set out

on a stormy and dangerous sea. the sea of Ufe.Our ship Is

made of good hopes.good wlshes.aild hopes for sucoess.Life'

s

sea lias many pitfalls, Into which the less fortunate of us

fall. the most dangerous is bad companions they are like the

wandering blue rocks they crush thier victim between them

till he is ready to yield to the boiling whirlpools of

corruption and sin*

we may not all reach our Golden Fleece.but we

may reach the next best-happiness."

At least it is dlfferent.The oral reading "-^^^^^
"fix, -/t,^*''-'^-*^ /-X^oi-.^

a D when written on the board.

""^•^^^"'So ihejis.at the time of writing. building a

ship. "Grammar".Wherein we trust.ln conjunction with a

group'of othc-r girls.she will manage to bring back a little

knowledge of the sentence. aomething of punctuation. and a

word or two on capitalization.

Herein is an example of the teacher's need based

on the Child's need.^ith a course definitely headed for the
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examination block, there is no time - a "shop-worn" plea, to

be sure - but made in all seriousness, no time for consider-

ation, and modification of subject matter and method to meet

the child.Any socialized activities, which would enrich the

child's English conception, give her an opportunity to uti;^

lize her community interests, and tie the whole of her school

life with present experience and its vital needs,- of this,

the teacher can but avail herself througti a side door. As a

classical school, we are preparing the child with might and

main for the"future." Early in the process we affect the

child with the spirit that the whole of the present is but

a sort of preparation for that future. In the meanwhile, when

that future comes, it is but jgsr the present, after all. It

puzzles some of us^and we wonder how much nearer a prepara-

tion for living these girls would get if we brought this

"living present" with its needs, its aspirations, its very

failures, right into our class-room procedure.

As matters stand, our main contribution, outsidA

of strenuous endeavors to train the child in the way we think

She should go, in the road toward eight or ten more years of

"preparation for life", is to retard or eliminate her,with the

conscientious belief, to be sure, that she is not an heir to

leaming.Whether that is a thoroughly democratic procedure,

and the best contribution our splendid school, with its devoted

corps, its worthy traditions can make to Democracy - that may

be another story. The English teacher feels, however, that more

socialization of her work,more reading aloud,in dramatic as
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well as story form, more formal tralnins after investigation,

of silent reading power.more attention to the use of the

hands in carrying out the work of the mind, would enrich the

course in the interest of the child, as a child and as a

future citizen.The written work needs this atmosphere

keenly. Engllsh.as a medium of oommunication.calls for a

far greater demand from within for saying wHat is pounding

on heart and brain, than for precision and absolute correct-

ness of expression. The experience of reality - the trip to

the bluffs, for erosion and water courses; to the Fenway

for weeds.flowere, river-bank construction.and a hundred

other calls in the Geography can be utilized.Trlps to the

Central Library. theArt Museum, the Children's Museum, the

Natural History Booms - may seem unnecessary for our girls

who come from homes In maohines,and with parents very

anxious to cooperate in taking children where the school

would recommend.But whether the child comes from the seeth-

ing home in the West End or the sheltered surroundings of

Riverway,the child at bottom is the same.She wants to make

these trips with her classmates and her teacher. She should

not be made to take the time fortthis.one of the most gene-

ric and lasting forms of education,as an after-school efforii

which takes away the time from the assigned daily home-

lesson and other outside activities.

The English teacher of 1he Third and Fourth year

, +v,o+ +vi«^ criticism so often made
Classes feels In her work that the criLici m
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of the high school that It has steered further away from the

child's interest than has any other grade, is peculiarly apt.

It may be a gross injustice to 'the memory of one of the finest

English teacher's our secondary schools ever had; and an

equal injustice to the English department of the writer's

alma mater where she majored heavily in English « to say that

when she was given the above classes in the airls' Latin

School, this teacher had to give herself a rigorous supplemen-

tary course in rhetoric. In frank discussion with other teach-

ers in the department, the same experience^ proved the rule.

Now were it a time spent in organizing and devising a method*

that would be one thing. But the insight required into the

technicalities of language structure - that gave a different

view to the requirements.

This confession is not made lightly. Nor is the

burden to be born^a light one. Here are girls at that stage

of adolescence when they are peculiarly in need of being

taken out of the subjective self into the great objective

world. They are adjusting themselves to new thoughts and

experience. Standards, and ideals are needed. Aside from

and supplementing real experience, there is no more helpful

agency to direct and guide than an insight and love for good

literature. Here they may come face to face with ideals, am-

bitions, conduct, attitudes, responsibilities, aspirations,

courage, beauty, loyalty, service, high endeavor, sacrifice,

failure. By the form as well as content the appeal may be
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awakened. There girls may ^indeed receive tl3,e guidance for

carrying on worthily through "faith, hope and love-these

three." So will they he led to that wisdon, and understanding,

and pov/er to see faintly, but more and more clearly. "That

what doth the Lord require of thee?" is but to 'love mercy, to

be just, and to walk humbly with thy (xod". We have new means

for the realization of these old truths. Clearly, the teacher's

duty lies in helping the language to Interpret and contribute

to these standards of Life. But, however^ much we may idealize

our course, however much v/e may "agonize" over it we cannot

serve the G-od of the spirit of Literature and the Mammon of

examination requirements. The work is too narrow in scope,

and the method is too exhaustive, literally as well as figur-

atively. In these years as in the next two^for the teacher

to do aught but eternally pull, instead of having the real

worker's d^t4y of the God*s assignment "to put the shoulder to
Of is i >) po^ ^ f hi e.

the wheel and push"; to be a partner in the task, rather than

an 'autocrat of the Desk and Book.

"English language and Literature" the English

teacher maintains, is indeed "the starting point from which

education, viewed as ^universal, reasonable, and liberalprocess.

Of development, must spring." tSir Henry Newbold^s Committee

on English.

;

There are opportunities of training in the

mind, in English, naturally. Perhaps, as some may feel, there

are more opportunities here than elsewhere for this training.

But the work should again, come from the need of the girl; be

related to her experience; bear an interest in and relation
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with the life she is actually living, than be motivated by

text-book requirements and the necessity of examinations.

No reason bearing on the life of today - for which we are

presumably fitting this selective adolescent group, warrants

the severance of that life and school experience. Yet we,

as teachers of English, with a mind single, fixed on the

examination theme - and the records of per cent's to face

when the results are issued by the Board would be more than

human, if we *ere not a party to building the fence around

the school-life and making of it an esoteric influence in-

stead of a pulsating force in the development of womanhood.

In the fourth class - the Four "B" we need a re-

capitulation of functional grammar - parts of speech,

sentence structure, phrasal and clausal relationship to the

sentence; and whatever may grow out of the needs of the

particular group, no two of which are alike. These girls,

are as a rule, very anxious to get all this because, like

the little Sixth class people, they too, feel the need from

contact with the Latin. But all of this should be gotten

rid of the first of the year. Beyond this point, we should

not be made to force the work on the other grades except

in a "Q.xxlzz Class," if there is a call for it.

The girls, in their teens, demand an outlook

beyond the English text. The Odyssey dramatized - the cost-

uming, the writing and rewriting of parts, the condensations,

the eliminations, all this work which the writer could do

in a special class untrammelled by examination needs she has
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had no time for in her regular class. Yet the amount of

good for affecting the whole English work, for arousing a

"book" interest as well as an interest in oral and written

expression, far surpassed her expectations. The written

work the English teacher is calling for is both too much

and too little, paradoxic as this may seem. As it does

not emanate from the especial needs of the girls, and is

the result of text assignments and more or less dogmatic

rulings of the teacher, it is too much. Considered from the

opportunities that should come from reports on first hand

experience, there is too little of work in communication,

whether by oral or written means. Our expression, as well

as our reading, is confined because of the standard based

not on the interests of the girls, but on the requirements

of the adult. Freedom for group discussion on books, plays,

pictures, trips, would infringe on the advance to the June

goal. But it might contribute to conserving the youth for

democracy's needs with a broader cultural background, a

deeper mental and spiritual outlook.

There is too much pouring in of ideas - too

little chance for the growth from within. Kirkpatrick here

has a pregnant statement "a distinct decrease in mental

alertness and acumen is often to be observed in children

after a few years in school. They are learning yet their

mental development is being retarded instead of accelerated.

Under a system of knowledge - getting from books^ primarally,

Without differentiation as to need, this is held to be
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equally applicable to the adolescent in English classes.

This the writer has tested-and found good ground for the

statement. The teacher feels at too many points that her

work is entirely projected as a drill for preparation for

an examination. Granting the "best claims one may hold for

the effect of such a test of power of the pupil, it falls

far short as an incentive to the best that is in her of

moral and spiritual worth. Petty criticism is indulged in

long before broad-gauged standards in appreciation have been

acquired. It all reacts on the teacher. Back in her con-

ciousness comes now and then the question whether she is

not, as Hall rather brutally puts it, "doing linguistic

manicuring.** She wonders.

Finally, and closely related to the above, comes

the thought to the teacher who looks upon her English as the

greatest asset in her power for liberalizing,^ democratizing,

the worker, and mothers of tomorrow, whether she is not^. in

reality^ a tutor in English, instead of a guide and leader

to the well-springs of life and literature.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

LURARY
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It would be utterly wrong to say that the Eng-

lish teacher Is purely a grind, a drudge in the beautiful

G-irls ' Latin School .Perhaps she is the happiest teacher

in the English corps 6fi any secondary school. For she always Hd^

the opportunity to do much indirectly.Beside she can attri-

bute her short-comings, not to herself, but to the curriculum.

And she need not burden herself with the short-comings of

the curriculum because she is the last one responsible for

it.Further, it is, in this world of perplexities, a comforting

thought, now and then, to be able to see the course with the

goal just so far ahead. The very indefiniteness which her

sister teacher charges up as the most unsatisfactory element

in the teaching of her favorite subject has no such terrors

for the teacher of English in our school.As one of these

put it, "It is a satisfaction to have a definite goal toward

which to teach. "

Little has been said for the girls in the last

two years of the English work becaase these girls will be

allowed to speak for themselves in the following. The opinion

of these girls was obtained through .the fajniliar scheme of

the questionnaire. The girls, as an English exercise, were asked

to speak their minds frankly on "My Work in English^ .These

four guiding questions were put to them*.

1. English - is it your favorite or 'one of your favorite

studies?

2.Which part of the English work did you find most useful'^
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Which part do you consider useless^

4, If you had to form a course of study in English, what

suggestions would you make to improve the courseY

There were over one hundred and fifty papers

i

consequently over six hundred answers. The questionnaire was

"sprung" on the sections in a class period, so there was no

time for consul tation. Each girl expressed herself very

frankly, and seemed to welcome, in some cases, the opportunity

of aaylns somethins about this favorite or necessary evil -

English.

English, per se, seemed in no oases thoroughly

dlsllked.When It was not a favorite, It seemed to be due to

an undue emphasis of some element of it -"three weeks on

how to loon up words in the dictionary" - or leaming

grammar rules, word for word.The subject was liked till high

school - where the criticism in composition was so constant

and sharp that she grew to detest the subjeot.There was a

gener^al consensus of opinion that what was of most interest

to them was most helpful. In the first class there was a very

general feeling that the subject was not getting enough

time.These girls wished to read and discuss actions and

motives and characters In storles.Not a criticism of the

subject or method that the teacher had made but what some

girl. somewhere in her answer. strikes a similar note.-^It is

better to understand than to memori.e",one comment reads.

-EnsllBh must be the most difficult subject to teach because
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more than in any other study, the progress of the class is

dependent upon the inspiration with which the teacher ani-

mates it." Another along this line says, rather cryptically,

one might say,"l think that English, more than any other

subject,needs an interesting and normal person to teach it."

And still another, "English can be made very interesting or

very stupid. If a teacher gets away from bookish examples,

of what she is trying to explain, and gives incidents that

are true to every day life, I think that English may be made

a very interesting subject. On the other hand, if a teacher

merely gives the sayings of the book, the subject is very

stupid." "Some teachers have the ability to make the study

true to life. Others make it Just book knowledge to be learned.

Of the two, I like the former."

To discuss literature, and to"pick it to pieces','

was very carefully differentiated. The one made it "interesting"

the other made her wish "never to see the book again".

The rest of the discussion on the viewpoint of

the girls will consist of an analysis by question. Then will

follow typical records of a section of Glass I and Class II.

Question I.

"English, as a study, when it does not require

an over amount of original thinking, is a pleasant subject."

"Although English is the hardest and most

complicated of one's school work, it is, to me, by far the most

interesting."

"Prefers a foreign language because one does
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not hear so much about it,"

"School makes one see the need of study, for

here one sometimes sees one of a different nationality who

seems to know more about the English language than she does.

It makes one see the need of studying further, for of course,

one dislikes to have a foreigner beat him at his own langua^'.'

"Because I like English so well, I have become

interested in other languages."

"I have never enjoyed it, and what I have learned

is due to the strictness and ability of my teachers, rather

than my own ability or desire to learn it."

. II

"English has been fascinating to me.

"English has been my relaxation from Latin,

mathematics and science."

"A necessary evil - but most important to me."

"English is useful and agreeable."

"Hardest study but I get most good out of it."

Question 2.

In this question somebody liked something of

each item in the corse of English. Literature prevailed,

however, Reading aloud came in for notice.Grammar had its

adherents.Illustrating poetry mad^ one appreciate and love

it. one liked the classics because the girl is at sea

amongst cultivated people unless she knows references,

one would enjoy writing compositions - if she had a subject.

,^,ers ^ cIaimel;io write of subjects about which they
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knew something, It makes one realize that composition of a

reasonable length, and within the power of the girl, is not

a bore.

"I love reading, but the incentive moment takes

away my joy. To read « all else is useless,"

Question 3.

Here, too, there was at least one voice for each

item of subject matter.A few quotations on the various items

will suffice.

Grammar - "Well do I remember the nightmares where

I was pursued by fiery gerunds, and thought I was escaping,

only to run into the outstretched arms of a waiting conjunc-

tive-adverb."

"I believe the mechanical recitation of multitudi-

nous grammar rules is the bane ofi an English class I had

a little pack of cards that had on the reverse side grammar

definitions of the word written on the front. At the request

of the teacher, we, as if she had pressed a button, arose and

recited in toneless voices roles that meant nothing to us.!?

The same student adds a last rather vicious stroke against

memory work, in general. "The way memory work is presented is

also an ever present curse."

But the next grammar comment touches forcibly a

vital weakness in the "science" as it stands,

"The rules were long and complicated;yet this would

not have been so bad if in the lower grades we had not, with

great difficulty, learned them under different namesl"
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The next girl divides literature as a whole, from

the classics, and says, "The classics are only a luxury. Pro-

gress is made through originality , and the main road to

originality is through writing of compositions and noting

current affairs of the day."

The following on the writing of compositions

is significant.

"I do not think that any of my English study has

failed to help me. Perhaps I can say that it did not help

me to have to write up 'little incidents* which I have

observed lately. I always hated it, for nothing worthy of

a composition had ever happened within the limit of one or

two weeks from the date of writing. I had to rely on my

imagination. This pervision of truth into which was forced

in ray zeal for a good mark, no doubt had its corrupting

effect on my morals!"
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"It is very helpful to be able to argue intellisently

or to describe accurately, or to typewrite stories or essays,

and to debate well, but this ability is not gotten by study-

ing famous examples and learning lengthy rules

"Lengthy book-reports are useless and discouraging."

"One good English composition is worth five poems

learned by heart."

This attack on poetry comes from the over-

emphasis of unmotivated memory work.

"It is unwise to cram the mind with such a mass of

words. If a passage is beautiful and inspiring,! find it

more beneficial to search for the real meaning than to

commit It to memory."

"The only part of the study of EnsllBh that I find

useless la the memorizing of long outilnes.The only possible

use that I can see for them is In taking the College Ent-

rance Boax^ Examinatlons.Still I thlnlc that intelligence

a^d not memory should be the required thing in talcing

these examinations."

"I think It far better for a student to understand

thoroughly some famous passage. than to have him able to

repeat the words mechanically with no thought as to their

meaning."

"Maybe". writes another, "poetry memorizing is necessary

to train the memory.but if we find our memories failing.we

Should take some kind of a memory course," - which leaves

-hA <,aid for the"transfer theory."
little more to be saia lux
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Question 4 - suggestlona

An open-minded perusal of young girls' opinions

and- suggestions in improving the English course has a ten-

dency to make the English teacher humble. For here she can

find kernels of all the thoughts she has considered as

emanating only from the adult mind.

For example. a girl in the second class discusses

rules m punotuatlon.Although she uses non-technloal lan-

guage, she really suggests «hat the French have always done

in teaching dictlon-namely . that there is the spoken comma,

and the comma for written work.She concludes her remarks

with. "Now I think that if rules where you would not be able

to tell by the reading were taught more.and those that could

really be assumed. taught less.lt would be better. Burdening

one's mind with rules I've always found troublesome rather

than helpful."

"Many people who have no reasoning power can

oemorl^e.When such a person gets into college, she will find

it hard to stay .Why waste time of the school on her - when

she has no intellect?"

"I suggest more time for reading novels and less

time for studying them."

"Ho English work has been useless - let us have

more of it."

"If X ever had a say in the matter.my pupils

would never write book-reports. I think by reading plays in

school one gets an idea of the main features better than if
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she spends hours at home writing a report on what she has

read. I see no value for it after you leave school. If I could

only dispense with writing book-reports, English would be a

very interesting subject."

"it seems almost useless, if not absolutely useless,

"^sta^are too long."

This long excerpt is practically the entire paper

of the girl. It is inserted for the vigorous summary of sugges-

tions and feeling toward the subject.

"English can be made, and should be made, one of the

most interesting-if not the most interesting subject of the

curriculum. But it is to very aany pupils a very tedious and

endless subject. The chief object of work in English, other than

the fxindamental one of knowing and mastering the language of

one's own country should be to teach and guide the pupil in

reading all the best of home and foreign writers. But more

often it frankly scares the girl away from reading as a

pleasure and a profit. In high school the story is plotted -

the moment of interest, the climax is discussed,etc . ,but to

what earthly use is the pupil to place this knowledge of

the book?Time should be made in the high school to read and

discuss a modern book- the most popular and worth-while of

the year. Thus, by a comparison, the pupil will gain the power

to discriminate between that which is good and that which

is bad."
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This same girl strikes a note thit is as much

a badge of suffering to the teacher as it is to tHe student-

the marking system. She says, "The grading, also, is not precise.

There should be standard grades to which every teacher should

accomodate herself. For there is almost nothing more discon-

certing to a student than to find this year's teacher more

exacting than the preceding one and to find that work for

which she was graded well one year, is practically nil the

next. Every effort to make the most important subject in the

curriculum more practical and inviting should be exerted.

The last selection is, after a fashion, a summary

of what the various girls have said.

"Having always heard choice English and perfect

grammar I should be disgraced if I did not speak and write

grammatically.Upon my entering the high school, the English

work assumed a more serious aspect." cThis pupil gave an

account of the bright, interesting work she had had in the

grades.) "Naturally childish ways had to be cast aside and

a more mature manner adopted. But dild not this come on too

suddenly? It was my happy lot that it did not. But I have

known cases of 'my less fortunate companions' , as Virgil

might say.Work became heavy, hours of study, long. Among the

tasks, the memorizing of long poems, the emphasizing of the

minor detaiis of an author's life,the record of too many

dates, the adherence to punctuation rules in certain dictated

passases,and the writing of long condensations of essays
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seem to my Immature mind unneoessary drills in English.^

In the following analysis by section, the first

is of Class I. the second of Class II. It will give a sort of

bird's eye view of the attitude of the girls toward their

English.

Disliked

Literature. Through study of

Oddyssey became interested
in areek, which is now her
favorite study.

Liked it, but has not been

a favorite,

English is most important

in school and most helpful.

Really loves the History

only of the English.

A Joy and an inspiration.

Enjoyed English more than

any other subject.

Interesting as a whole.

Did not like it as it is

difficult to grasp and to

express ideas.

"The English work as a
whole extremely valuable
to me. Helps me to under-
stand other subjects
better.Any English course

is a pleasure for me."

English favorite through
entire school course.

Li terature

.

Literature most
interesting, but
composition most
helpful.

Literature inte-
resting-grammar
helpful.

More attention
should be paid to
grammar - less to
foreign languages.

No imagination,
hence, cajinot write
narration. Wish I

could become inte-
rested in reading.

English literature.
All helpful, if not
entirely delightful.

Reading is best, but

composition most
useful.

Book-report most
useful.

Literature best -

composition helpful.

Reading most help-
ful.

Literature most
interesting.

Compositi on, but
literature most
pleasurable.

Classics.
But is hopeful*
maybe there
will be a rea-
son for them
later.

Memorizing is
useless.

Memory work, and ^
wi^ 15-20
pages on a sub-
ject:

Book-reports
are the least
helpful, as they
are rushed
through the
night before.

Oral Composition.
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The Sub.iect Part Liked Disliked

Fairly Interesting.

Believes grammar Is
most useful, If not
most Interesting.

English favorite
throughout school
life.

Most beneficial, If
not always appreci-
ated.

Favorite study.
Grammar most neces-
sary .LI terature most
interesting.

Favorite study tiintil

exposition and argu-
ment were begun.

Literature most
helpful.

Composition most
helpful-yet most
en J oyable.

Composition.

Narration and
Description.

Sentence structure

Literature best
liked.

Literature most
helpful

Grammar is not
interesting, but is
valuable.

Grammar is puzzling
and disagreeable.

Oral Composition.

Construction.

Book Reports

Memorizing.

Composition valuable,
but parts lacking in
interest.

One of my favorite
studies.
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Conmients of Glass II.

The Sublect Part Liked

Well-chosen.Like 3 it as

well as any subject.

Never a favorite.

Likes it generally because

it is native language and

acts as foundation for

foreign languages.

Classes it as one of the

most important subjects

of the United States.

Helpful but not prefer-

able to other studies.

Very difficult but
essential, and likes it

as no one likes being
thought uncultured.

Hard but helpful.
Same girl complains at

not getting enough

of spelling,

Essatlal to a native.

English as a whole not

interesting. Spent most

of time on grammar in

Grammar School.

Useful but not likeable.

Chief means to acquire

ideas.

Has always enjoyed it.

The most interesting

and helpful study.

More time should be

given to it in Grammar

School.

Reading books and
discussing them.

Composition and
literature because
one is all at sea

in company of edu-

cated people unless
one has a knowledge

of classics.

Composition and
literature. Has
been able to get

more out of a book
since studying
literature.

Grammar and compo-
sition most helpful

Grammar and book-
reports most help-

ful.

Analysis of books,

poems, and plays
most helpful, espe-

cially in analysis

of friend s charac

ter.

Literature.

Reading and book

di scus slon , memori*

zing and writing
short stories.

Literature most
helpful.

Pis]

Punctuation and
grammar

.

Gompo si ti on , except

letter-writing.

Grammar, useless
and uninteresting*

Considers litera-
ture useless becau
one can ' t remember
from year to year
what one memorizes

Memory work is
useless.Lots of

things in other
subjects train
our memory, so we

do not need so,

much poetry.

The composition of

essays is useless
because few of us

need it in daily
life.

Grammar.

Dislikes grammar

but finds it use-

ful .

Liked composition
till high school

when she was cri-

ticized so much -

that she became
discouraged.

Literature.Helped Study of essays

to ^derstand people useless.

?^!bie^^ Memoriz.ing poetry
more enjoyable. useless.

Composition
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The Sub.lect Part Liked Disliked

Useful and interesting.

Most useful at end of
school career.

It is my poorest
but my most useful.

My favorite.

More difficult than a
foreign language.

Interesting and
agreeable subject.

It is the hardest,
but most good is to
be had from it.

Always enjoy the
English period.

My best subject.

Some of the literature
is very dry.

Fond of it as a
whole.Has become more
helpful in late years.

English is rather an
interesting subject -

not as a foreign
language is.

Literature -has
given me a broader
view of life.

I am not good in
English, but it has
been helpful.

G-rammar most help-
ful - literature
most interesting.

Grammar most
uninteresting, but
most helpfia.

Grammar and compo-
sition.

Literature.

Grammar most help-
ful, but most
uninteresting.

Literature is
most helpful.

Composition most
helpful, but not
my favorite.

Grammar is most
helpful.My opinion
based perhaps
because I like it
best.

Li terature , uni ty

,

and coherence most
helpful.

Memorizing long
poems one doesn t
understand is —
useless.

Book-reports most
useless. Is usually
a nightmare of
pages and ig&Qea of
confused thought.

Composition could
be easily dispensed
with.

I detest parts of
speech, but I see
a use in them.

Writing of themes.

Burdening the mind
with obvious rules,
like most rules of
the comma »- are
troublesome and of
no help.

No part is useless,
except perhaps old
English essays,
which we forget as
soon as read.

Have found all parts
useful.

Sentence analysis
is useless.Never
used outside of
school

.
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Herein la evidence that EngllsH is not a

one-unit subJeot.lt Is lil.e all art.a modlfioation of life,

and far more than any other form of art.a reflection of

that life in all its complex relationa.The girls sense

this.They do not need to be in college before they realise

that there is practically no such course as "English."

-.4 V, T 1 +t.T»atiire - hence some form of the
But there is English literature ucuw

art of the languagejor there is some form of the language

structure and its uses as a means of communication - hence

the science thereof ... .Then li^e all art and science.it

has a body of writing concerned with critlcism.lts tech-

nloue.and its historical development. This very richness

of content is at once its glory and its despair.its appeal

a^a its difficulty.These "minute" Judgments of the girls

in their
attitudes.crlticism.appreciation.and

suggestions

and culture that lie «ithln the study.But they are not

passive m the acceptance of the exigencies of the curri-

culum as designed to fit them to pass examinations.There

is protest as well as doubt of its efficacy.

It behooves school and teacher to taW note

Plearlv.Can we afford. as servants

and face the situation ciearj.y.>^

^ ,t„ v,«>r.i taste of a thousand years

of Democracy. to make of its heritage

o Procrustean bed upon

and more - this English course - a Procrus

n * lie resardiess of her stage of

which the student must lie regarax

growth and development. Xt would seem that in our desire

.0 serve our day and generation that we must consider
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^irl and conserve her spirit of youth, and abide more nearly

by her needs.

The following suggestions are offered with

no sense of dogmatism.ot finallty.but with the hope that

such modifications of the English curriculum of our college

preparatory course will bring it more nearly in line with

the Ultimate purpose for which the founders of the Republic

established these schools, and at the same time serve the

needs of the public as it finds itself today.No greater

fulfillment of both purposes can we malce than the attempt

to send forth our girls with ideals of right conduct.of

sound judgment.of falthfulness,sympathy,loyalty,co-opera-

tion.and of enthusiasm to serve in her tum,as a happy,

healthy.broad-visioned woman.her day and her generation.

F. Possible Modifications.

I Entering classes rtlould be aided ^in their

readjustment tl our school and course of study, we spent

some tiae in the very beginning on grading based on the

physiological age.as well as the mental development of the

girls.ln English, there should be a period of personal

.toclc-ta.ins.The girls come from nearly every school in

the city.Thelr courses are not all allKe.Bome come with a

fine sense of appreciation for thought, some with a definite

.ody Of rules.lt is not too much to as. for the girl that

a Closer meeting of her needs shall be arrived at. than can

possibly be attained in a flat alphabetical arrangement.
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The English course in the two lower classes

needs enrichment frora contributing subjects, such as these ^

girls are in need of at their age - some handicraft work

that would come from a drstwing course ;and contact with

nature through work in nature study - not a text- science

of Botany is here meant. Instead of two unprepared hours

of English, at least one should be taken for some course

in appreciation of form,of color,and activity where the

heart, hand, and head work together.At innumerable points

in the English course considered as a vital element in

the all-round development of the girl, there is felt a thin-

ness,a material lack of experience which should be supplied

by these requirements of the girls of the pre-adole scent

and childhood age.

The English of the 4 "B" classes should

receive the same overhauling called for in the Sixth Glass.

In this way the teacher will acquire the knowledge of the

girl that Will enable her to take up the work at the point

left off by the grammar school without overlapping, ommis si ens,

or undue emphasis on un-essentials.These preliminary tests,

raeasurements.and personal interviews would do much to over-

come some of the mortality that occurs in this division

of girls,and make the English work more vital and inteiligeni:

(For mortality records, please see Chronological Table).

From every source one hears criticism of

the voice of the American girl.Not infrequently, the criti-

cism is aimed at the New England girl-The next suggestion
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is based^OTi/, the need for correcting the bad voice habits,

but also because the English teacher unaided cannot give

sufficiently of herself toward the socializing benefits

of English - one of its most essential and most important

contributions for making English the back-bone of a school

curriculum.We need a teacher who will give voice placing,

and training, and who will also be able to act as counsellor,

at least in worth-while dramatic entertainments, directly

correlated with the work in English.All our memory work

could thus receive motivation and meaning.

A yearly festival, in which all the classes

may be represented or a bi-yearly one at least, should be

held. It is not meant that this should be forced on the girls

as a tax. It should be an activity coming from the girls, and

motivated by some real need in the school. One illustration

will suffice. The class-party business should be more than a

little class, close corporation event. It can be made to con-

tribute to a living realization of the best that is in art,

and for a socialization of the program and the school that

will help to keep us all interested in the work because we

shall correlate life and school work.

The entrants muddle along with homeiessons

for nearly a year before they get a grip on how to study. The

brightest manage the problem in less time, of course .Neverthe

iess,a half-term of "supervised study" for these entrants

would be a very helpful element in the attempt to adjust

themselves to the new situation in all its bearings.
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The English department should have a Year-

Book, similar to some published in the New York high schools,

for example. In this the minimum essentials in grammar, compo-

sition, literature and rhetoric principles should he placed.

Much other helpful information relating to the ideals of the

school, its activities, ate, might well be inserted. But such a

little record would help to keep much of the teaching of formal

English,at any rate, uniform. Terms used in one class would be

available in the next. The complaint that grammar rules had

been committed in one form, for instance, in one year, and found

useless in tiiat form the next year,would not arise.

English is the business of every teacher on

the force, it has been said.Gonversely, everything that all the

other departments are doing is the business of the teacher of

English. In other words,English should be the connecting, the

humanizing touch in the entire body of knowledge.

II. Curriculum

Five hours in the sixth, fifth, and fourth

Classes is considered as the time allotment with an enriched

program for the English department.

An English teacher should meet all her

English sections of a parallel grade at least once a month,

for general criticism,and for criticism of coaiposition and the

reading of th6 same. Inter-class English meets, too, ought to

have something of helpfulness in seeing what is done by class-

mates.This grouping is suggested for economizing in time.An

hour thus saved to a teacher can be utilized for individual
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conferences. ^

The Third Class is greatly in need of our

hour schedule. The Second should decidedly have a four hour

schedule. The First Glass, if time must be saved,may be given

three hours.

The aim in our school should be restated and

and revised.At least the interpretation should not be literal.

This business of preparing a girl to take certain exaininations

set by private institutions - private institutions having

the power to turn from the very principles that the founders

of the Democracy prepared as pillars of its form of govern-

ment - turn^ our great school into a Tutoring establishment,

and ^akes^tti^profession-a needy one, to be sure.but not a one

funotion.-«5 for the greatest work of preservlns the republic -

the development of Its youth.

The greater aim would unshackle the teacher,.

She could look upon her English with renewed enthusiasm and

awakened indivlduallty.Her pupils would become personalities,

rather than candidate s . Then tt^ methods could be instituted

to meet the needs of the pupil; there would be time to instil

genuine love and enthusiasms. For teaching «ould be with an

eye single to the wealth of the subject in the service of

the child.

Another curriculum point that is constantly

made is teacher participation in the currlculum.lt is going

around in a sort of treadmill to revise a course like ours.

For as matters stand. the teacher can only take as the foun-
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datlon of all her suggestions, what the extraneous body demands.

The head of the English department voiced

this helpaiessness by saying that the course of study will be

revised, but it will have to be revised in accordance with the

new college requirements! She is taking stock of her girls, and

finds that the originality, interest, and spontaneity have gone.

What is the reason - what are the remedies?, are questions that

are troubling her. But one cannot expect enthusiasm and origina*

lity,and interest - the very life-blood of freedom, when unifor-

mity and preparation for examination goals are the rule,

Grade for grade, our curriculum bears these

burdens. Too much grammar; too much technical details of compo-

sition;too minute a diagnosis of literature ; too little chance

for knowing the child's powers and interests; too much unrelated

memory work; too slavish an adherence to text; too much home

work.

The course of study in each grade to the First

The extra

Class can be pruned down to functional tissue. Time could then

be- left for these needs:reading in all American poets and the

day's writers along every line of endeavor. Dramatization,

and socialization and motivating drill would enrich the

program - and be the motive power behind even grammar ifctudy.

The teaching load of Glass III— II and Class

I as at present organized is too heavy for teacher - and

pupil

.

To quote our head of the department, "We

are too intensive. We need opportunity for more extensive
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work.

"

The technique of the drama as the Third Glass

takes it Is fitting for regular work of a dramatic critic.

Judging by the confessions of some-even they have had no

such intensive course in the science of play - criticism,

The novel is equally done to the last iota of substance.

The girl is forced to confess "That the intensive moment

spoils all my pleasure in reading." It is not possible

to run every department of the work with equal emphasis.

Th^re should be emphasis in the first half year on the one

subject of literature or composition. Here it may be said

that no two teachers agree on their power or liking for

teaching these divisions of the subject. It should be

made possible to give extra work to the teacher who enjoys

grammar and composition work and interpretation to the one

who enjoys literature and creation of form. If two fifths

of the time were devoted to composition and three fifths

to literature, the teacher of composition would thus re-

ceive extra time for consultation and marking.

Less dogmatic teaching of rules and errors and

their ways - regardless of the fact of the individual's

ways - would give more time to oral work - the part is well

assigned on paper but cannot be reached by the teacher in

practice. ^^ 'y}oT

The last part of the year should^be left for

general review. It is utterly useless for the same sort of

review begins the work, in the following year. With summer

ahead, the time had better be used for directing these girls
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of 15-16 still around their peak for reading interest- toward

something of the day's output. The girls should start the sum-

mer days with a knowledge of the contribution the various

writers are making to every form of literature-biography, auto-

biography, travel, novel, allegories, e to. ,
poetry - not excluded.

An insight such as this into wholesome fun and appreciation

will be one of the school's best contributions to its student

body.

Class II - Here all forms of literature, all

basic principles in composition should be taken up rather

reviewed. For even exposition has been understood and often

enjoyed from Grade six on ttew*>gh.The explanations of the

dance step - as it was illustrated - of the furniture set for

a doll, of Scout insignia and Gamp Fire beaded work, of the

cake the girl made and of which the class munched quietly

while listening - candy, too, except fudge, which the girls^^^^. ^^.^

usually thought too easy to use for oral compositions^By the
^^^^^^

time the girls have reached the Second Glass, exposition is

as old a friend as other forms of composi tions. Brief s should

be taken with the help of a practicing attorney. He or she can

interest the girls in the legimate field for briefing, law-

making, and interpreting the law.Argument and persuasion is

his field. He will interpret it without injuring Literature.

A community's needs will give all the opportunity for presen-

ting a brief on the subj ect.Literature should be a refuge for

thought and appreciation, and should not be used as a corpse

for diagnostic purposes.

The work in English in Class I should be

\ organized on the elective system. Here there should be an op-
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portunlty for the girl with the creative imagination to

Join a writing division. Principles of magazine writing

can here be contrasted with newspaper work, editorial

matter, and feature departments. Motion picture needs may

here be looked into. She may want to write for St. Nicholas

or other papers. £]Extra credit is given in Glass Y for ac-

cepted contributions to the school paper, or to the Scout

paper, or St. Nicholas/] It is worth while to let a sixteen

year girl start an apprenticeship in writing, if she yearns

for that medium. There should be a Division for the history

of the literature with dramatic glimpses into the "ancient

Worthies", Gh£-ucer and his English when thus presented, has

sent more than one ^college student to brouse in English at

its source. There should be a Dramatic Glass for interpreting

the best of the plays of today as well as yesterday.

Senior Glass English should be looked forward to

as a reward, not a mere recapitulation. If Burke must be

read, he will be enjoyed more here in a Reading Glass than

as^ dark example of argument and persuasion. Altogether The

Grown of the English course should be the senior year with

t\e. opportunity^ to devote herself to her most vital interests.

In this way shall we contribute something to the understand-

ing of the girl that English is not a mere examination

hurdle; but a source of ideals in living, of having the

best of times in leisure, and whether as a vocation or

avocation ^<bA bringfi^^one easily and quickly to a wealth of

knowledge of men and women, of wondrous thoughts and great
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deeds.

If in this year any girls wish to review the

English course for the purpose of taking the College

Bda-rd Examinations, a Quiaz Club should be opened as an

extra - currioula activity. Frora February to June, the

club might meet. Each member of the English department

should be ready to be called on by the head of the depart-

ment for participation in these meetings, in some order.

The burden of the examination will fall where it really

belongs- on the individual^ Her greatest help will come

from this open discussion in the forum, so to speak, and

in a review of her own weaknesses.

Ill Tendencies Elsewhere

The west, has after several trials evolved a

scheme for admission to college which Prof. Monroe considers

within its field "the greatest administrative agency yet

devised." Broadly it is a system of accrediting schools.,

but it differs from the New Engla.nd method in several re-

spects. It is in the first place composed of representatives

from secondary schools and colleges,* and secondly, it gets

its information at first hand. The North Central Association

of Secondary Schools and Colleges has a Commission of

Accredited Schools. It is the business of this Gomjnission

to adjust the "unit" of subject matter in the high school;

to serve as a standing committee on uniform entrance re-

quirements;to secure uniformity in standa.xxlo and methods

of high school inspection; and to prepare and publish a
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list of accredited schools.

The high school is inspired in this \va.y Lo serve

its corrmiunity first. It is then assured that if this service

is done a-bly and conscientiously and the student has ful-

filled the requirements and standards of the school, college

entrance requirements have been satisfied.

The system where applicants are accepted on

certificate and no loiowledge of the school is otherwise

obtained - is likely to do an injustice to the school.

The Southern Commission on Accredited Schools

is composed also of Secondary schools and colleges. It

follows closely the North Central Association in its methods

and practice.

The entire country is thus covered by an ac-

crediting system of admission., with the exception of the

north Atlantic states within the Association of the College

Entrance Board.
a

It would be hazardous prediction to say that

the days of the College Entrance Board are numbered. Har-

vard's last ruling, however, cannot be ignored. And when

the independence of the preparatory school is taken into

consideration, and its service to the child and community

are weighed^ then there is no question but that the grip on

the worst sufferer of the scheme, English, must be loosened.

Finally, it is hoped, that these colleges will in the near

future come to the broad understanding "That what best fits

for life ought to fit best for college."
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General Curriculum Principles

The state takes a very grave interest today in

the work of its schools. Recently society may have done

perhaps some unnecessary muck-raking of its ^reat institu-

tion. If so it is all "because of the seriousness of our

day and the increasing demand that the school shall do

what nothing yet has been able to do - develop a fitting

citizen for the preservation of the greatest of civic

experiments - a genuine democracy. It is conceded that in

the schools there is today the only standing army a demo-

cracy needs - its school children and its teachers.

(Miss Meiiyn,Assistant Superintendent of Schools of Bostoni

The curriculum that is to function for this need

must take immediate cognizance of its material - the child.

This modem curriculum must at every turn note, too, what it

is that society is demanding. To quote Bonser at this point,

"The curriculum represents the experiences in which pupils

are expected to engage in school, and the general order of

sequence in which these experiences are to come," and fur-

ther,we cannot put off the life relationship for some fu-

ture date. "The curriculum, we read, becomes the "projects

inclusive of the essentials of race experiences and the

helps necessary to engage in these projects with success

and efficiency." From this view into the general principles

of a curriculum,we realize that present day life together

with the activities required by this life are coordinate

With race experiences as fundamentaljr sources for curriculum

activities.





The objectives, finally,^ the curriculum call for a

program of health; for vocational development; for the

civic, social, and moral needs; for inculcating the right use

of leisure; for effective home membership; and for giving

a mastery over the tools of knowledge. The program turns to

the child and makes him the central point for the right

development of this learning which shall be useful to the

state, the community, to the home, and to the individual. What

is of interest to the child; what is he mentally capable of

carrying on; what are his individual characteristics and

what is likely to be his vocational tendencies - these must

be the foundation for the consideration of the curi»iculum of

today. Regardless of traditions, regardless of what we have

been taught - regardless of what we ourselves have been,

indeed, teaching, the principles of today demand that we

delve deep into the broad life-streams - the child, the com-

munity and the state in which he lives,

A few topical generalizations of the curriculum

might perhaps be stated in the following form;

1. No inclusion of subject matter except as it is

of Vital use in contributing to the objective of health;

civic or moral concepts and experience and needs; of vo-

cational ability; of effective home membership; of a

rightful use of leisure; and for skilful use of the tools

of knowledge,

2. Situations should be provided in the class-room

for the development not only of knowledge but of "habits.





attitudes and appreciations" which will contribute best to

the development of the above outcomes.

3. Provisions for individual capacities and develop-

ment are inherent in the principles of the curriculum for our

day's needs.

4. In every way possible that which is taught should

be made to respond to a real and vital need in actual life

situations. Whether the material is for a drill, or for appre-

ciation, or for an activity in project aim, the ratio of in-

terest between the purposeful activity so-called, and the

mechanical drill should be properly adjusted. In each, inte-

rest must hold its own. For it is through this that the maxi-

mum of effort Will most likely be set free. Stimulated work

will, in other words, approach the capacity of the individual

child.

5. Latitude to teachers is vitally important for

carrying out activities in conformance to the needs of the

child.

6. Finally, The curriculum should represent the

participation of the teaching body,be flexible, and admit of

variation to meet the needs of special groups.

We need to make a better adjustment of time for

our subjects taught. Again we should restate our aims. This

does not necessarily mean casting aside the entire purpose

of the founders. But we can more readily adjust our aims and

our day's requirements by more nearly meeting the child -

rather than the requirements of ftn extraneous agency. Such





a step will immediately bring us to look for a different tech-

nique which will note values in lessons that hold problems

or may continue in the concepts for appreciation or drill.

In this way we shall soon eliminate subject matter that is

obviously taught merely because it has been taught. The

useless will be cafet from the curriculum . We shall tend to

see more clearly what our real goal is - the development of

the child for participation as a free, active individual, self-

reliant, interested in his work, with a mind trained to grasp

essential si sound in knowiedgej able to think through a prob-

lem. In this v/ay he will: contribute to the v/elfare of his

family,his community, his home and his land.

Purpose of English - Relation to Rest of Gurriculum.

Nowhere does the curriculum hold the possibilities

for this development, for service, for participation as a moral,

upright , Intelligent , able , enthusiastic , clear- thinking ci ti zen

as does this work in English. The need of communication of

thought in written or spoken form is urgent to the child at

all times. If given half a chance,he will make of the learning

of English as a tool, a simple and interested scheme of work.

The drill for correct usage will thus have a lever that will

carry the child to improvement and power. There is informa-

tion in English on every conceivable subject. It is through

its great body of literature that we so often get that which

is worth while in the life and events of men and society.

Science and the great body of ethical teachings are contrl-

buting members to English and the medium through which to





come in contact with their teachings. An enthusiast of the

vernacular may seem to overestimate the work and worth of

the suhject. But all that is unnecessary. T)ie intelligence

of any teacher proves to her in whatever her majo» interest

may lie, that without a correct, clear, forcible,and logical

use of the vernacular, much of her teaching is wasted and

the students* powers hidden. Such a view misses the greater

service of all of us.For, beyond the alpha and omega of

the particular work of the day ,is the development of char

acter,of citizenship, of ideals,of appreciations, of under-

.s^\ndings,of enthusiasms, of interest in sun and star, in

children,in the out-of doors, in home ties, loyal frftfcndships,

and sympathy for ail that is 'without our immediate circle,

in this aim.English is the heart, the muscle, the very body

and bone,indeed, the spirit, too, for developing the youth

under- our guidance.

The head of our English department,Miss Garolyr,

Gerrish.has giiven the following as her opinion of the purpo*^

of English and its relation to the general principles of

th4 curriculum

i

"in the United States, the subject of English

IB fundamental; for through a study of literature, the stud-

ent grasps in perspective the quality of character and the

elements of citizenship that tend to make practicable ideal

democracy;while,through a study of composition, he acquires

>Ue power to state exactly the results of clear and definite





definite thinking, English is. Indeed, reaiiy the clearing

house, not only for all subjects in the school curriculum,

but as well, for everything a student loiows or experiences,

since it is chiefly in proportion to his mastery of English

as a means of expression that a student can make himself a

place in either school or community.*'





Nothing in our educational system would ao vitiate

the life stream of our democracy as to classify our children

on a basis of income or social status. Beyond that point it

is not too much to say that in a democracy which aims to de-

velop each individual to the capacity of his power,differen-

tiation along every line is but a help toward the fundamental

aim of the republic. In this conclusion it is therefore ,again

the aim, to emphasize the need. of making such classifications

as will be most helpful to the child in the interest of his

own progress as well as the meeting of the aim of the school.

Briefly then to recapitulate the findings:

Entering classes should be separated in

such divisions as will take cognizance of the individual

physical and adolescent development. The giri*s mental

ability should be noted, &irls testing at '45 Intelligence

Ratio should not be made to mark time with the girls whose

ratio is barely 90, This does not mean that the writer ad-

vocates that the latter candidate be told immediately that

she is not collegiate calibre and be Invited to withdraw.

The community supporting a million dollar plant has a right

to ask that its offspring be given an opportunity to develop

in this very school to her capacity, even if that is not the

capacity of the girls whose name also begins with "A",

It is all but an absurdity to permit

children who have not yet left baip^hood's days, and the girls

who have already been ushered into womanhood to meet shoulder

to shoulder the problem of learning. There should no longer





be the conception that the teacher's function is her concern

for the intellect. On the day when society is making a

frank appeal to the school to undertake the entire business

of fitting the girl for life, the teacher cannot stop with

the mental concern. For the good of the child as for the

teachers* responsibilities, we must go the whole way and

frankly meet the girl on the plane she stands.
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G-. Conclusion - ^^o^-

Seven years at the G-irls' Latin School have

been years of living a school life filled with noble tra-

ditions, earnest and lofty conceptions of responsibility.

It is a great privilege to be connected with a school whose

guardian spirit evokes loyalty, admiration, clearness in

thought, steadfastness of purpose, No one element of the

school aims to contribute more to the ideal over the school

doors - "Let thy life be sincere" - than the course in

English.lt is in this course, however, that the thought

comes - school is not a preparation for Life; it is Life

itself.

This conception is a sobering one to the

teacher. For the more intense is her admiration for the

school, the more loyal -her attitude, the more she woUers if,

in this day, the great heart of the school is functioning

to its capacity in fulfilling the purposes of this Life of

today

•

In this study, that has been the major con-

sideration underlying the examination of the course in

English.

The conclusions have been intimated.lt may

be well, however, to restate the following. Our school is not

in the current of the secondary-education movement as a

.whole. Yet there is a need of the community which it still

may serve - the fulfillment of the principles laid down

by the founders of the Gommonwealth - ."to preserve learning'.'
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In that service, the greatest contribution must come from

the study of the vernacular. But the service our English

course might perform is hampered, at times crippled, hy the

drastic adherence to the requirements of the College Board,

For this situation we blame the colleges.

The colleges blame us. It would clear the atmosphere, if we

led in the proposition, that hereafter we shall devote our-

selves to the consideration of Learning - in our own way,

bound only by the consideration of the girl at her stage

of development, and the need of direct service to the com-

munity. Here as a pupil she will not be made to lock-step.

Here no teacher will be asked to help her in English who

is not enthusiastically devoted to participation in the

field of English. New methods will be involved in the con-

sideration of this girl as the pivotal point of the English

curriculum.We shall then ask the colleges to see our efforts;

and on the basis of the girl's character, attainments, and

ability, ask admittance of the candidate.

Freed from the entangling alliance - so

little appreciated by either party - we shall,in our Engliah

course, more nearly develop personality , character, intellect,

ability, with a view to an adequate contribution in the

home, community, and state - thus, in a word, we shall more

nearly pay our debt of service to the Republic.
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